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Scarecrow 

Weekend  

The report of the 

Scarecrow Weekend is 

on page 16 of the July 

BVN. 
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Braunston Cubs  

This month's Cubs report is on page 29 of the BVN. Braunston Cubs 

have remained active at home. Here’s what a few of them have been 

up to. 

Clayton Rodhouse has already earned 6 Badges at Home by full-

time caring for the family pet, 

reading and reviewing 6 books, 

hiking around Braunston, 

gardening, learning the use of DIY 

tools to make a bird box and to 

build bug ‘hotels’ and study the 

nature around him. This has 

netted him: Animal Carer, Book 

Reader, DIY, Gardener, and 

Environmental Conservation and 

Hikes Level 2, badges.  

 

 

 

 

 

Clayton’s bug hotels are on 

pages 12 and 13.  
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Clayton Rodhouse and the amazing bug hotel he made to earn 

another Cubs’ Badge at Home  
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More of Clayton’s work 
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Joe 

Joe loves his art. He made a Braunston Scarecrow and narrow boat 

model as well as paintings, dried flowers, pottery, Lego models and, 

yes, Minecraft worlds. You might have seen him and his mum running 

round the village. He misses his swimming and sailing but by sending 

Akela his RYA and Swimming certificates gets his Swimming, Sailing 

level 2, and Times on the water 10, to add to his Artist Badge  
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Mckenzie Moore  

Mckenzie has seized the opportunity of time off school to earn badges. 

Nurturing his small fruit and veg plot will net his Gardener badge soon. 

He’s done long walks to see nature, climb trees and even kicked a ball 

about!. Helped at home by cooking and has eyes on art next so by the 

time you read this he will have Artist, Home help and Gardener 

Badges to add to Chef and Hikes Level 5 earned already. 
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Jonathan Williams  

Jonathan had great fun cooking for his brother, he even drew a menu. 

This was part of earning his Chef badge and this spurred him on to be 

the first Braunston Cub for over 10 years to earn the Home Help 

Badge (and inspired other Cubs to go for it) to add to his Book Reader 

Badge earned at home too.  
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Isla and Logan Boddington have also been really active, taking part 

in the Treasure Hunt, Lego Bionicle and Dinosaur building challenge 

(see June BVN) Walking, Cycling and both are great cooks - check 

out their cakes baked to make VE day extra special pictured with 

scout sister Lily - a truly Scouting Family!  
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Christoph Hummel shows his practical skills in ensuring a good view 

of what he is cooking. Not afraid to get amongst the dirt, he helped 

plant the Cub Garden as well as starting a garden at home. He loves 

doing Airfix models and painting them too, so is on his way to Chef, 

Gardener and Hobbies Badges.  
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